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comb.indices

Construction of selection indices based on number of character grouping

Description

Construction of selection indices based on number of character grouping

Usage

```
comb.indices(ncomb, pmat, gmat, wmat, wcol = 1, GAY)
```

Arguments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Argument</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ncomb</td>
<td>Number of Characters/Traits group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pmat</td>
<td>Phenotypic Variance-Covariance Matrix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gmat</td>
<td>Genotypic Variance-Covariance Matrix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wmat</td>
<td>Weight Matrix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wcol</td>
<td>Weight column number incase more than one weights, by default its 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAY</td>
<td>Genetic Advance of comparative Character/Trait i.e. Yield (Optional argument)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Value

Data frame of all possible selection indices
Examples

gmat <- gen.varcov(seldata[,3:9], seldata[,2], seldata[,1])
pmat <- phen.varcov(seldata[,3:9], seldata[,2], seldata[,1])
wmat <- weight.mat(weight)
comb.indices(ncomb = 1, pmat = pmat, gmat = gmat, wmat = wmat, wcol = 1, GAY = 1.075)

gen.advance

Description

Genetic Advance for PRE

Usage

gen.advance(phen_mat, gen_mat, weight_mat)

Arguments

phen_mat phenotypic matrix value of desired characters
gen_mat genotypic matrix value of desired characters
weight_mat weight matrix value of desired characters

Value

Genetic advance of character or character combinations

Examples

gmat <- gen.varcov(seldata[,3:9], seldata[,2], seldata[,1])
pmat <- phen.varcov(seldata[,3:9], seldata[,2], seldata[,1])
gen.advance(phen_mat = pmat[1,1], gen_mat = gmat[1,1], weight_mat = weight[1,2])

gen.varcov

Description

Genotypic Variance-Covariance Analysis

Usage

gen.varcov(data, genotypes, replication)
Arguments

data         traits to be analyzed
genotypes    vector containing genotypes/treatments
replication   vector containing replication

Value

A Genotypic Variance-Covariance Matrix

Examples

gen.varcov(data=seldata[,3:9], genotypes=seldata$treat, replication=seldata$rep)

meanPerformance        Mean performance of phenotypic data

Description

Mean performance of phenotypic data

Usage

meanPerformance(data, genotypes, replications)

Arguments

data         data for analysis
genotypes    genotypes vector
replications  replication vector

Value

Dataframe of mean performance analysis

Examples

meanPerformance(data = seldata[, 3:9], genotypes = seldata[, 2], replications = seldata[, 1])
phen.varcov

Phenotypic Variance-Covariance Analysis

Description

Phenotypic Variance-Covariance Analysis

Usage

phen.varcov(data, genotypes, replication)

Arguments

data traits to be analyzed
genotypes vector containing genotypes/treatments
replication vector containing replication

Value

A Phenotypic Variance-Covariance Matrix

Examples

phen.varcov(data=seldata[,3:9], genotypes=seldata$treat,replication=seldata$rep)

rcomb.indices

Remove trait or trait combination from possible trait combinations of
possible Trait combinations

Description

Remove trait or trait combination from possible trait combinations of possible Trait combinations

Usage

rcomb.indices(ncomb, i, pmat, gmat, wmat, wcol = 1, GAY)

Arguments

ncomb Number of character combination
i remove trait or trait combination
pmat Phenotypic Variance Covariance Matrix
gmat Genotypic Variance Covariance Matrix
wmat Weight Matrix
wcol Respective weight column number of Weight Matrix
GAY Genetic Advance/Genetic Gain of base selection index
**Value**

Data frame of possible selection indices with per cent relative efficiency and ranking

**Examples**

```r
gmat <- gen.varcov(seldata[,3:9], seldata[,2], seldata[,1])
pmat <- phen.varcov(seldata[,3:9], seldata[,2], seldata[,1])
rcomb.indices(ncomb = 2, i = 1, pmat = pmat, gmat = gmat, wmat = weight[,2:3], wcol = 1)
```

---

**seldata**  
*Selection Index Dataset*

**Description**

A dataset containing the data of three replications and 48 progenies with 7 different traits.

**Usage**

```r
data(seldata)
```

**Format**

A data frame with 75 rows and 9 columns

**Details**

- rep. Replications
- treat. Treatments/Genotypes
- sypp. Seed Yield per Plant
- dtf. Days to 50
- rpp. Racemes per Plant
- ppr. Pods per Raceme
- ppp. Pods per Plant
- spp. Seeds per Pod
- pw. Pods Weight
**weight**

---

**weight**  
*Weight dataset*

---

**Description**  
A dataset containing the data of 2 different weights namely equal weight and broad sense heritability.

**Usage**  
`data(weight)`

**Format**  
A data frame with 7 rows and 3 columns.

**Details**  
- EW. Equal Weight
- h2. Broad Sense Heritability

---

**weight.mat**  
*Convert dataframe to matrix*

---

**Description**  
Convert dataframe to matrix.

**Usage**  
`weight.mat(data)`

**Arguments**  
- `data` dataframe of weight

**Value**  
A matrix

**Examples**  
`weight.mat(data = weight)`
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